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Abstract 
For a Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at% alloy with moderate solute supersaturations, the compositional 
pathways, as measured with atom-probe tomography, during early to later stage y'fJ1J- 
precipitation (R = 0.45-10 nm), aged at 873 K, are discussed in light of a multi-component 
coarsening model. Employing nondilute thermodynamics, detailed model analyses during quasi- 
stationary coarsening of the experimental data establish that the yly' interfacial free-energy is 22- 
23*7 mJ m-'. Additionally, solute diffusivities are significantly slower than model estimates. 
Strong quantitative evidence indicates that an observed y'-supersaturation of Al results from the 
Gibbs-Thomson effect, providing the first experimental verification of this phenomenon. The 
Gibbs-Thomson relationship, for a ternary system, as well as differences in measured phase 
equilibria with CALPHAD assessments, are considered in great detail. 
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I. Introduction 
The precipitation process of a new phase from a supersaturated solid solution is 
commonly divided into a sequence of three stages: (i) nucleation of the new phase; (ii) growth of 
the nuclei and accompanying depletion of solute from the matrix; and (iii) coarsening (Ostwald 
ripening) of the precipitates of the new phase, which may operate in isolation or concurrently. In 
references [I-41, we report on the early-stages of isothermal, stress-free precipitation from a 
nondilute Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy as monitored with transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), atom-probe tomography (APT), and lattice kinetic Monte Carlo 0;KMC) simulations. 
This work builds on the seminal research of Schmuck et al. and Pareigeet al. [5,6], who were the 
fmt  to demonstrate that experimental APT observations, in conjunction with LKMC simulations, 
yields a detailed atomic-scale picture of the early-stage decomposition of a model Ni-Al-Cr 
alloy. For the Ni-Al-Cr alloy that is the focus of our investigations [I-41, radial distribution 
function analyses of the APT data [I] demonstrate that the solutionized alloy is not a perfect 
random solid-solution. Although Cr atoms are randomly distributed in the y(fcc)-matrix, a 
dispersion of congruent L1, type Ni,Al short-range order (SRO) domains with an average radial 
extension of 0.6 nm results from Al diffusion during water quenching after solutionizating the 
alloy at temperatures above the two-phase field. As the alloy is aged at 873 K, the A1 atoms in 
solution substitute for kinetically trapped Cr atoms in the SRO domains. The SRO processes 
distinctly precede Al-rich phase separation by nucleation of y'(L.13 Ni,(AI,Cr,.J precipitates, 
which initiates between 0.0083 and 0.167 h. During the reaction stage dominated by nucleation (t 
s 0.25 h), a sharp rise in the f-number density (N,) of (5.9*1.7)x102' w3 s-' with a constant mean 
precipitate radius (<R>) of 0.75 nm is observed, which is an upper bound estimate for the critical 
y'-radius [2]. Consistent with models of diffusion-controlled growth [7,8], the small y'-nuclei are 
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surrounded by a region of Al-depletion and Cr-enrichment that extends 3 nm from the y/y'- 
interface [3]. With aging from 0.25 h, the transformation enters a period of concomitant 
nucleation and growth that is characterized by an increasing <R> value as the rate of new 
nucleation events diminishes and concludes when the peak precipitate number density (N, = 
3.2x10U m'3) is reached after 4 h of aging [2]. The last reaction stage of concomitant growth and 
coarsening (t = 4-1024 h) consists of a power-law decay in N, of 4 .64a .06  as the precipitate 
volume fraction, @, increases. This monotonic decay in N,, as well as the disappearance of 
chemical transients associated with high-order flux te- during diffusion-limited growth [3], 
establishes that the reaction enters quasi-stationary coarsening state after 4 h of aging, where the 
matrix supersaturation in the far-field changes slowly with time. A linear regression analysis of 
for t t 4 h yields a coarsening rate constant of (8.8+3.3)~1@~ m3 s? and a reasonable value 
for d(O)> of 0.97 nm, which is the value of <R> at which coarsening commences and it 
corresponds to an aging time of ca. 2 h [2]. The uniform and random distribution of coherent, 
spheroidal y'-precipitates are retained out to at least 1024 h (<R> = 7.753.3 nm) and 
transformation is near its equilibrium volume fraction, @q, of 15 .W.4 %. Throughout the phase 
transformation, a fraction of the y'-precipitates are interconnected by necked regions [2]. These 
necked regions result from early-stage coagulation and coalescence of y'-precipitates in near 
proximity without significant (less than a unit cell) precipitate migration and without the 
formation of an anti-phase boundary in the necks, where the initial joining of the precipitates (i.e. 
coagulation) occurs primarily prior to 4 h of aging, and the highest percentage of interconnection 
(30A %) corresponds to the smallest interprecipitate spacing (5.9a.8 nm). 
The dependence of interfacial concentration on the curvature.of the interface (i.e. a 
capillary effect) is addressed with classical thermodynamic Gibbs-Thomson equations for a 
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single precipitate with a radius R (see [9]). In solid two-phase binary alloys with stress-free (i.e. 
negligible lattice parameter misfit) spherical precipitates, the Gibbs-Thomson effect predicts an 
increased solid-solubility at the interface (on both the matrix and precipitate sides of the 
interface) that decays as 1/R during isothermal aging. The product of the increase in interfacial 
solid-solubility for a particular phase and R value is the capillary length of that phase. This 
increase in solubility, and therefore the capillary length, is more pronounced in systems with 
high interfacial free-energies and large curvatures of the Gibbs free-energy surface of that phase. 
The associated compositional deviations are thought to be significant when R is less than several 
nanometers; that is, when the capillary lengths for both phases are ca. 0.1 nm. Due to challenges 
in measuring chemical composition within and across nanometer-sized precipitates these effects 
have not been observed experimentally. 
The local equilibrium conditions (given by the equality of chemical potentials at the 
interface), which are sufficient to describe the Gibbs-Thomson effect in binary systems [lo], are 
insuficient for ternary systems, as there are four concentrations that define the interfacial 
composition (two for each phase) but only three equilibrium conditions. An additional condition 
is, therefore, necessary. In the Kuehmann and Voorhees (KV) coarsening model [I l l ,  this 
constraint is given by the flux balance (mass conservation) at the moving precipitatelmatrix 
interface, and Gibbs-Thompson equations are derived for a general nonideal and nondilute 
ternary two-phase mixture in the mean-field limit of small volume fractions. The KV model for 
nondilute coarsening in ternary alloys [ l l ]  builds on the general n-component model developed 
by Umantsev and Olson [12], but includes the influence of capillarity on precipitate composition. 
The KV model, therefore, allows both the matrix and precipitate compositions to deviate from 
their equilibrium values. The KV model [ l  11 employs the following assumptions: (i) the system 
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is in a quasi-stationary-state, that is, the matrix supersaturation changes slowly with time; (ii) the 
off-diagonal terms of the diifusivity matrix are negligible; (iii) the precipitates are spherical; (iv) 
stress effects are negligible; and (v) implicitly the evaporation-condensation mechanism is 
- 
operative. Denoting the diffusivity matrix, q, in a ternary system as: 
the assumption that the off-diagonal terms can be neglected may be reasonable for Al, where 
Dm, >> D , ,  [13]; this assumption is, however, questionable for Cr as D,, and D,,, are 
approximately the same [13]. The elastic stress effects are insignificant for the range of y' 
precipitate radii we investigated (R = 0.45 to 10 nm), as governed by the small lattice parameter 
misfit between the y and y' phases (6 = 0.06~t0.04 % [14]). The other assumptions of the KV 
model are directly addressed in the Results section. 
In the limit t + m, the exponents of the power-law temporal dependencies for an n- 
component system are the same as those of the LSW model (binary case) [15,16], while the 
coarsening rate constants for <R(t)> and the y-matrix supersaturation of solute species i (ACI), 
and K:~, differ [12]. The explicit relationships derived for a ternary alloy are [ l  I]: 
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where n = 3, m = -1, and q = -113 are the temporal exponents. The quantity <R(O)> is the mean 
precipitate radius at the onset of coarsening; qYq is the equilibrium volume fraction of the 
precipitates; c crff >is the average far-field concentration of i in the y-matrix; a n d r  is the 
equilibrium solute-soluhility. In this asymptotic treatment, it is worthwhile noting that Equation 
4 physically describes the < cr8 > decay at a certain rate toward the composition of a single 
perfectly flat yly' interface achieved at infinite time, where the latter quantity is equivalent to 
q* 
Magnetic measurements of the Curie temperature were first employed in Ni-Ti alloys 
1171, and later in Ni-Al alloys [18,19], to determine indirectly the temporal evolution of the 
matrix supersaturation during precipitation. For y'-strengthened Ni-A1 alloys, magnetic 
measurements [18,19], as well as more recent direct one-dimensional atom-probe measurements 
[20], confirm that the matrix supersaturation of A1 obeys the fl" relationship during coarsening. 
Recent APT investigations of the coarsening behavior in Al-Sc-X (X = Mg [21] or Zr [22]) 
alloys and a Ni-Al-Cr-Re 1231 alloy demonstrate that the temporal dependence of the solute 
supersaturation agrees with or is close to ca. -113 for the fastest-diffusing solutes only. For the 
Ni-Al-Cr alloy studied, the calculated diagonal terms of the intrinsic diffusivity matrix ( ' D r )  at 
1 fcc 873 K for the two solute species [24] (Equation 1) are close in magnitude, where DM, = 
2 .222~10 .~  m2 s.' and '@;, = 6.999~10-~' m2 s-I, and the ratio, a,, of 'x, to '~2, is 3.175. 
During the quasi-stationary state (t 2 16h), it is determined that both the power-law dependences 
of the Al(4.33M.04) and Cr supersaturations (-0.34M.07) in the y-matrix agree with the model 
value q= -113 for multicomponent coarsening [2]. 
Given the fine scale of the nanostructures investigated, several to hundreds of y'- 
precipitates can be analyzed during an individual atom-probe tomographic (APT) analysis (with 
6 
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a typical analysis volume of lOxlOxlOO nm3 or 1OOxlOOxlOO nm3 for the conventional 
tomograph or LEAP tomograph [25], respectively). This provides sufficient data to evaluate 
precisely the mean interior concentration of component i of the y'-precipitates, < CPiN >, and the 
compositional profiles that extend across and into the nanometer-sized precipitates. During the 
reaction stage when nucleation dominations, solute-rich nuclei contain supersaturations of both 
Al and Cr, which are ca. 2 at.%. above the y'-equilibrium composition, cPq[2]. With increasing 
aging time, the measured solute supersaturations continuously decrease as < ~j'." > approaches 
cFeq and the y'-precipitates' <R> values inc'rease. Compositional profile analyses established 
that a gradual decrease in Cr concentration towards the precipitate core that persists up to 64 h of 
aging is consistent with Cr atoms kinetically trapped during nucleation and growth of the y'- 
precipitates [3]. In this article, we assess the origin of these solute supersaturations with the KV 
model. The transformation kinetics are considered in greater detail with analytical expressions 
developed by the KV model for the Ni-Al-Cr alloy, as was performed for Ni-Al-Mo alloys [26] 
and an Al-Sc-Mg alloy [21,27]. From our APT measurements [2], the yly' interfacial energy, dh', 
and effective solute diffusivities are determined using ideal dilute-solution theory and 
CALPHAD assessments [28,29] of the nonideal and nondilute thermodynamics of they- and y'- 
phases employing the KV model. 
II. Experimental Procedures 
High purity constituent elements (99.97 Ni wt. %, 99.98 A1 wt. %, and 99.99 Cr wt. %) 
were induction melted under an Ar atmosphere to minimize oxidation, and then chill cast in a 19 
mm d i m .  copper mold to produce master ingots. The overall alloy composition, C," was 
determined to be 80.5, Ni-5.2, Al-14.2 Cr at. % employing inductively coupled plasma atomic- 
7 
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emission spectroscopy. To ensure chemical homogeneity, cast ingots, consisting of coarse (0.5-2 
mm diam.), equiaxed, and twinned grains [14], were homogenized at 1573 K for 24 hours. 
Subsequently, the temperature was decreased to 1123 K and the ingot was held for 3 h in the 
y(fcc)-phase field. By virtue of the smaller undercooling, this heat treatment reduced the 
concentration of quenched-in vacancies and suppressed y'(ll3-precipitation during the water 
quench to room temperature. As-quenched sections were aged at 873 K for times ranging from 
0.0333 to 1024 h. Further details on sample preparation, operational conditions and 
measurements for A m  and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments can be found 
in references [2,14,23]. APT data was visualized and analyzed with ADAM 1.5 [30], where the 
yly' interfaces are delineated with 9 at.% A1 isoconcentration surfaces generated with efficient 
sampling procedures [31] and the composition profiles are obtained with the proximity histogram 
method [32]. 
m. Results 
3.1. Experimental observations of supersaturation and equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
composition of the y and y' phases 
Figure 1 presents a typical 3-dimensional image that is obtained with APT for a specimen 
aged for 4 h at 873 K. Over the reaction period investigated, the fine-scale nanostructure exhibits 
some coalescence among the uniform distribution of spheroidal y'-precipitates. Figures 2 displays 
the temporal evolution of the far-field composition .in the y-matrix, < c;: > with time as 
supersaturation is relieved. Following Marquis and Seidman [21,27], the equilibrium 
composition and compositional rate constants of the matrix phase are deduced from the 
experimental measurements of c CrB > in quasi-stationary state t 2 16 h with Equation 4 
assuming the model p value of -113. The fit to Equation 4 is marked with solid lines in Figure 2, 
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where the extrapolation of the fitted curves to shorter aging times is denoted with dashed lines. 
This fitting procedure yields a goodness of fit of 70% or better for each i. The extrapolated 
values for C Y  for Al and Cr are 3.13fl.04 and 15.61iO.09 at.%, respectively, while the A1 and 
Cr rate constants are determined to be 0.186i0.022 and -0.14rt0.05 at&. s'", respectively. The 
law of mass conservation mandates that the relationship in Equation 4 also obtains for the 
solvent Ni, thus providing a veracity check for the fitting procedure used. From the experimental 
measurements of c c:! > (Figure 2), the G7 value is 81.264.09 at.%, satisfying mass 
conservation, since the sum of the concentrations of Ni, Al and Cr in the y-phase is 100.00iO.11 
at.%. 
In the KV [ l l ]  analysis, they derive a Gibbs-Thomson relationship (see Equations 16 and 
17 for each solute species in their article) that describes the influence of interfacial curvature on 
precipitate composition for a coarsening spherical precipitate of radius R in a ternary alloy. For 
the y'-phase, in the asymptotic limit when both solute supersaturations decay as t'", and 
assuming <R> - R, it can be shown that their Equations 16 and 17 simplifies to: 
< CT (t) > -cy4 = f ,  ' I 3  . (5) 
where K Y ~  is a compositional rate constant; < crh '( t )  z is the average precipitate 
concentration in their interiors; and C P  is the precipitate composition at a flat interface, which 
is equal to the equilibrium value of the precipitate composition. Analogously to the y-matrix 
phase, the c ~ : ~ ( t )  > values for the y'-precipitates are fit to Equation 5, yielding C p  and KT 
values with a goodness of fit of 70% or better (Figure 3). To obtain more precise values for the 
quantities C P  and KT" the< c?"" (t = 4 h) > value was included with the quasi-stationary- 
state values (t r 16 h) in the fitting. The latter's inclusion is reasonable, since the temporal 
exponent for <R(r)>" - <R(O)>" (Equation 2) is 0.2M.05 for t r 1 h (in reasonable agreement 
9 
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with the model prediction of n=1/3) and a linear monotonic decay of N, is observed for t 2 4 h 
P I .  
As seen in Figure 3, the y'-precipitates' cores are supersaturated with Al (19.1L2.8 at.%) 
and Cr (9.7L2.1 at.%) at t = 0.167 h. These supersaturations in the y'-precipitates decrease 
continuously and the measured c c:'"' z is 16.70d.29 at.% Al and 6.91d.20 at.% Cr at t = 
1024 h. Utilizing Equation 5, the extrapolated values for the C F  values of Ni, Al, and Cr are 
76.53M.25, 16.69M.22, and 6.77&.15% at.%, respectively, while the K?' values are - 
0.48d.13, 0.22d.11, and 0.26d.08 at.fr. s'", respectively. The excess or deficiency of solute 
with respect to the equilibrium compositions, that is, the supersaturation, is summarized for both 
phases as a function of cR> and aging time in Table 1. Table 2 lists the rate constants and the 
equilibrium phase compositions determined independently from the measured concentrations of 
each component as they evolve temporally. In both phases, conservation of mass flux constrains 
the summation of the elemental rate constants to zero. Within experimental error, the 
independent measurements of the rate constants sums to zero, thereby confirming that the fitting 
procedures are reasonable. 
3.2. Comparison of APT measurements to calculated values based on CALPHAD 
thermodynamic assessments 
The Ni-Al-Cr system [28,33] and commercial Ni-base superalloys [29] have been the 
subject of a number of CALPHAD thermodynamic assessments, accessible from the commercial 
software package ThermoCalc [34]. Standard ThermoCalc procedures were employed to 
calculate an equilibrium state for Ni-5.24 Al-14.24 Cr at.% (CP) at a constant pressure (1 atm) 
and 873 K. Table 3 contains a comparison of the APT measurements of the y'-equilibrium 
10 
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volume fraction (qY9, the composition of the critical nucleus ( C y ) ,  C p  and C:.'q with 
calculated values from the thermodynamic databases. The value of qYq is determined directly 
with APT from C and C p  of each component using the lever-rule, 
@fi = (c:.'~ - CP)/(CI."~- C y 9 ) ,  to have an average value of 15.6 % (Table 3). For a specimen 
aged for 1024 h, the &value measured directly from the APT analyzed volumes is 15.6d.4 at.% 
[2], establishing that the transformation is near completion. The thermodynamic assessments 
predict lower values of qYq than the experimental values with 7.49 at.%, 12.34 at.%, and 12.83 
at.% predicted by Huang and Chang's [33], Dupin et al.'s [28], and Saunders' [29] databases, 
respectively. As the Dupin et al. and Saunders databases yield reasonable values of when 
compared to our experimental value, only the calculated compositional quantities of these two 
databases are listed in Table 3, and these databases are used to calculate the thermodynamic 
quantities needed to analyze data with the KV model. The database of Huang and Change is not 
considered further as it is not in agreement with the experimental value of qYq. 
Thermodynamic assessment predictions for the equilibrium composition of the y-matrix 
are near the experimental values, although the experimental values are slightly more depleted in 
Al (3.13s0.04 at.%) and enriched in Cr (15.61s0.09 at.%) than predicted. The agreement is not, 
as close for the y'-phase. From phase-equilibria, the ~j'- value, as well as the driving force for y'- 
nucleation, can be calculated from the common tangent plane between the initial composition on 
the y-matrix free-energy surface with the y'-precipitates' free-energy surface. In agreement with 
the thermodynamic database predicted trends, the critical y'-nucleus is observed to be 
supersaturated with Al (18.3s0.9 at.%) above the Al solvus concentration (16.69s0.22 at.%) at a 
supersaturation of 1.61 at.%, similar to the predicted A1 supersaturations of 1.81 at.% [28] and 
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1.19 at.% [29]. The observed critical y'-nuclei are highly depleted in Ni, ca. 4 at%, relative to the 
experimental C;tq, while assessments predict significantly smaller deviations (< 0.25 at.%). 
This high Ni depletion, where < C$/'" > = 72.4k1.1 at.%, most likely results from fast Al 
diffusion during the quench from the solutionizing temperature, 1123 K, which produces a 
distribution of Ni,Al-type L1, SRO domains in the as-quenched alloy [I]. The most striking 
discrepancy between the experiments and the CALPHAD predictions is the Cr concentrations in 
the y'-phase. Contrary to the predicted trend of C::<C:?, it is found that criticaI nuclei contain 
ca. 2.5 at.% of Cr above the C:;';" value. For the discussed binary Gibhs-Thomson formulation, 
the observed trend requires the curvature of the Gibbs free-energy surface of the y'-phase to be 
negative, which is inconsistent with a positive curvature needed for thermodynamic stability. In a 
ternary alloy, the thermodynamic description, however, is less straightforward and the Gibbs- 
Thomson relationship depends on three curvatures [l 11. In reference [3] we show that Cr atoms 
are kinetically trapped in the nucleating y'-precipitates; the observed trend is therefore a kinetic 
effect that is not described by thermodynamics and assessments based on thermodynamics such 
as the CALPHAD approach. 
N. Discussion 
1. Determination of yly' interfacialfree-energy and solute difisivities 
The coarsening rate constant, 1%: Equations 2 and 3, for the temporal evolution of the 
precipitate radius in a y plus y' ternary alloy is given by [ll]: 
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where VL is the average atomic volume per mol of the y'-precipitate phase; oYh' is the yly' 
interfacial free energy. The coefficient A contains thermodynamic and kinetic information for the 
alloy as given by: 
where ~ , t , i s  shorthand notation for the partial derivatives of the molar Gibbs free-energy of 
phase k as given by: 
k Z ( k )  G . .  J 1 = -. 
The quantity pi is the magnitude of the partitioning as defined by pi = c:" - Crq. While, the 
compositional rate constant, K : ~ ,  for the evolution of the y-matrix solute supersaturation for a 
ternary alloy during quasi-stationary coarsening is [ l  I]: 
There are different models accounting for diffusional field overlap associated with 
systems with nonzero volume fractions; see reference [9] for an overview of this problem. The 
restriction of small volume fractions can be removed by substituting K(@) into Equations 2 and 4 
with: 
K(@) = f (@)KRY ; and (11) 
K:(@) = ( f  (@))-113~~y"; (12) 
where ff@) is the ratio of the finite volume fraction rate constant to the rate constant of the KV 
model, K(@)/K"V. The values offf0.156) for six different models vary over a small range (1.65 - 
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2.35) [9,35] and Brailsford's and Wynblatt's [36] theoretical value of 2.3 is chosen as being 
representative. 
By measuring independently the coarsening rate constants for <R> and the evolution of 
the average concentration of solute in the matrix, it is possible to determine the interfacial free- 
energy and the solute diffusivity, independently of one another, as first shown by Ardell [18,191 
for a binary alloy, and later for a ternary alloy by Marquis and Seidman [21,27]. Utilizing 
Equations 7- 12, the relationship for aYw in a nonideal, nondilute y plus y' ternary alloy with a 
finite volumefraction is given by: 
The measured A1 diffusion coefficient (diagonal term), D:",.;, is an effective measure of the 
operating diffusional processes, as determined from either rrxvfor solute species i and it is 
given by: 
where the constraint a, (the ratio of solute diffusivities) is taken to be 3.175 based on the 
calculated intrinsic diffusivities. For the special case when one solute diffusivity is much greater 
than the other, a simplified expression that removes this constraint can be derived [21,27]. It 
follows from Equation 14 that an average D:",.; based on the compositional evolution of both 
solute species is: 
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where e D%, > is determined directly from the constraint condition, e Dz, >- 3.175 e DZfc, >. 
It is important to note that after algebraic rearrangementAq5) is not present in Equation 13; while 
it is present in Equation 14. 
To determine aYY and D~L",; from Equations 13 and 14 requires that the molar Gibbs free- 
energy of the y-matrix be known. For the general case described by nonideal and nondilute 
solution theory, such as the alloy discussed herein, CALPHAD methods can be employed to 
calculate the G.'; at a given composition. Table 4 presents G,: and G.; for two thermodynamic 
assessments [28,29], and GL for the ideal solution evaluated at the solvus compositions. For the 
free-energy of the y-matrix evaluated at C Y  , the two CALPHAD assessments predict G,'; with 
similar magnitudes. They predict, however, a more highly curved free-energy surface than ideal 
solution theory with respect to all solute species combinations. To determine aYY and D~G from 
Equations 13 and 14,V," is defined as N,(~Y')' 14, where a' is the lattice parameter of the y'-phase 
(0.3554 nm [37]) and NA is Avogadro's number, yielding v,' = 6.7584~10.~ m3 mol-'. Table 5 
displays the aj"'calcu1ated from the experimental values of p= (8.8&3.3)~10-~ m3 s-' and K ? ~  
(Table 2) employing Equation 13, with the calculated G:, (Table 4) and measured equilibrium 
compositions (Table 3). The CALPHAD assessments take into account the excess free-energies 
of mixing and the magnitudes of G,:jand are 1.5 to 12 times larger than those for ideal solution 
theory (Table 4). Interestingly, both the CALPHAD assessments and ideal solution theory yield 
approximately the same value for a:'Y', 22-23*7 mJ m-'. Equation 13 consists of a constant 
prefactor term multiplied by a polynomial term (in parenthesis) that depends on G:/ (always > 0) 
and pi. For the alloy under investigation, two terms of the polynomial are greater than 0, as both 
and are greater than 0, and one term is less than 0, since p A p ,  is less than 0. The 
15 
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calculated individual terms in the polynomial do differ significantly between ideal solution 
theory values and CALPHAD assessments; however, the sum of negative and positive 
contributions yields polynomial values that are in near agreement. The calculated polynomial 
values are 4612, 5025, and 4794 J mol-' at.fr.' for ideal solution theory, Dupin et al.'s database, 
and Saunders' database, respectively, which differ within 9% of each other and yield values in 
near agreement for u~'''. 
A model prediction of the coarsening rate constant for <R>, K(Q)), is determined from 
Equation 11 (using Equations 7-8) to be 1 . 2 9 ~ 1 0 ' ~ ~  m3 s.', utilizing the calculated intrinsic 
diifusivities (Table 6) and an interfacial free-energy of 22.5 mJ ni2. The calculated K($) is 
approximately 15 times larger than the measured rate constant of (8.8G.3)xlO" m3 s-I, which 
implies that the experimental coarsening kinetics are significantly slower than the model 
predictions. Correspondingly. as seen in Table 6, the effective solute diffusivities determined by 
Equations 14 and 14b, are one order of magnitude smaller than the predicted intrinsic 
diffusivities in the matrix phase. The smaller rate is attributed to diffusion occumng in both the y 
and y'-phases [2], where tracer A1 and Cr diffusivities at 873 K in pure Ni,Al are 2.7~10.'~ m2 s-' 
[38] and 1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ' ~ ~  m2 s-' [39], respectively. 
2. The influence of capillarity on the y'-precipitate composition 
The Ni-rich comer of the equilibrium Ni-Al-Cr phase diagram at 873 K and calculated 
tie-lines presented in Figure 4 were calculated with ThermoCalc employing the two 
thermodynamic assessments [28,29]. Equilibrium concentration predictions by ThermoCalc are 
largely based on an empirical fitting to available experimental data. The Ni-Al-Cr system has 
been extensively studied experimentally between 1023 to 1123 K [37], while at 873 K phase 
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equilibria data is limited. Therefore, the thermodynamic assessments at 873 K yield calculated 
quantities that are approximate. As seen in Figure 4, an experimental tie-line, deduced directly 
from the APT compositional measurements, differs significantly from the calculated tie-lines, 
which, indicates the inability of the extant thermodynamics assessments to account adequately 
the final equilibrium state. The Dupin et al. database gives a better yl/(y'y) solvus curve than 
does the Saunders et al. database, while the inverse is true for the (yl+y)/y. The inclusion of a 
capillary effect on the y'-precipitate composition in the KV model leads to the prediction that the 
trajectory of the y-matrix composition must lie along the tie-line, while the y'-precipitate's 
trajectory does not. As shown in Figure 4, our experimental results provide the f i t  experimental 
verification of this effect, where < qB > and< c:'"' z values are plotted employing open 
hiangles and open diamonds, respectively. The y'-precipitate's trajectory clearly does not follow 
the tie-line. The slope of the matrix trajectory is predicted by the KV model to be the ratio of the 
difference in elemental partitioning, p,lp,. The measured slope of the matrix trajectory is 
1.53a.05, and is close to the predicted slope of p,,Jp,-, = 1.3W.10, from the extrapolated 
equilibrium phase compositions. To test if the origin of this behavior is due to capillarity, the 
measured solute supersaturations in y'-precipitates (Table 2) are compared to the calculated 
predictions below. 
In the alloy under investigation, the y'-precipitates exhibit an enhanced solid-solubility of 
Al and Cr that decays with time (Figure 3). In reference [3], it is shown that the Cr enhancement 
results from kinetically trapped Cr atoms in the nucleation and growth of y'-precipitates, leading 
to a gradient in Cr concentration within the y'-precipitates. While, the A1 concentration within the 
y'-precipitates, even after the shortest aging times, has a constant plateau concentration 
throughout the core. The decay of the Al supersaturation with time, as the precipitates grow, may 
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result from capillarity, which, for ternary systems, can be tested using the Gibbs-Thomson 
relationship for the precipitate [ll]. The magnitude of this effect depends strongly on the 
solution thermodynamics of both phases, dh , and R, and for a single precipitate in a nonideal 
and nondilute ternary alloy the supersaturation is given by [ l  11: 
(15) 
- 
Where VT is the molar volume of component i in the y'-precipitate phase, the coefficient A is 
defined by Equation 8, and the six coefficients 7; of a form similar to A, are defined in an 
Appendix to reference [ll]. Unlike the case of a binary alloy, this Gibbs-Thomson relationship 
contains two terms, where the first-term decays as 1/R. 
The curvatures of the Gibbs free-energy surfaces for the y-phase and y'-phase are 
calculated using the Dupin et al. [28] and Saunders [29] thermodynamic databases for Ni-base 
alloys (Table 4). Unlike the y-phase, where the two databases are in near agreement at the 
equilibrium composition, the Saunders database predicts large curvatures in the Gibbs free- 
energy surface for the y'-phase, while the Dupin et al. database predicts curvatures of similar 
magnitude to those of the y-phase. For the y-phase, since the curvature predictions of both 
databases are nearly equivalent, they yield approximately the same value (-22.5 mJ m-3 for the 
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yly' interfacial free-energy (Table 5) determined from the rate constants for R and AC: using 
Equation 13. 
For ternary systems, Equation 15, unlike the analogous equation for the binary case, 
contains a second term, denoted AC:~', which is a function of the time-dependent solute 
concentrations in the far-field region of the matrix-phase. To determine the overall contribution 
of this term to the power-law temporal dependence of the Al supersaturation with a>, AC:," is 
calculated from < C:iB(t) > at each aging time with the measured solute diffusivities, 
c D$, > and< D:$, > (Table 6). It is plotted on a double logarithmic plot versus <R> in Figure 
5. Since the relationship in Equation 15 depends on R, and not t ,  AC: is affected by the ratio of 
the two solute diffusivities, a,; that is, for a constant a,-value (independent of diffusivities' 
magnitudes), Equation 15 yields equivalent Ac'values. Figure 5 demonstrates that the 
contribution of the second term to the Al supersaturation is small for the Ni-Al-Cr alloy studied, 
but not insignificant for the smallest precipitates evaluated with the Saunders database. Where 
the quantity Ac;"is ca. 0.15 at.% at an value of 1 nm, while for the Dupin et al. database, 
AC;"is ca. 0.03 at.% at the same <Rz value. The higher values of AC;" determined from the 
Saunders database evaluation results from the larger free-energy curvatures for the y'-phase, as 
Ac;" is directly proportional to (pA,~L,  + pc ,~:b , ) .  This suggests that the second term may 
make a significant contribution to the supersaturation in the precipitates when the precipitate 
phase's free-energy surface is highly curved. 
Figure 6 exhibits the experimental measurements of AC:; compared to the predictions of 
Equation 15 (including AC;") using the Dupin et al. and Saunders thermodynamic databases. 
Exceptionally good agreement is found between the experimental data and the prediction of the 
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KV model employing the Dupin et al. database. This result provides unequivocal proof that the 
enhancement of Al solubility in the y'-precipitates with decreasing cR> results from capillarity. 
Furthermore, the agreement suggests a shallow free-energy surface for the y'-phase, as predicted 
by the Dupin et al. database, is appropriate for the y'-phase in Ni-5.2 A1-14.2 Cr at.% at 873 K. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental verification of this aspect of the 
capillary effect in the solid-state. And it has been obtained from direct compositional 
measurements of nanometer-sized precipitates employing APT. 
As seen in Table 1, the measured Aq;-values are slightly larger than the measuredACi;- 
values. Since the thermodynamic assessments incorrectly predict the behavior of the Cr 
supersaturations, a similar analysis for Al supersaturations cannot be applied to Cr. The temporal 
behavior with respect to <R> can, however, be evaluated. Figure 7a presents a double 
logarithmic plot of ACL versus <R>. For aging times in the quasi-stationary-state (t  r 16 h), the 
temporal power-law of f '  (solid-line) fits the experimental measurements with a goodness fit of 
95% consistent with general trend for capillarity. As seen from the extrapolation of this fit 
(dotted-line), the measured A< values at shorter aging times are slightly higher than the fit's 
prediction, which, like AC;;, may result from a non-negligible AC,:Y'term for <R> 5 1.27 nm. 
As a comparison, Figure 7b presents the negative AC;(< R 2 )  values predicted by the 
thermodynamic assessments as determined from Equation 15, when Ac,:Y'is assumed to be zero. 
As is the case for Al, the Dupin et al. assessment (dashed line) predicts a larger Cr 
supersaturation due to a more shallow y'-free energy surface. We emphasize that the observed 
trend in Cr supersaturation is a direct result of kinetically trapped Cr atoms for aging times up to 
64 h [3]. 
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V. Summary and Conclusions 
We present detailed results and analyses that both supplement and complement those 
reported in reference [2] on atom-probe tomography (APT) measurements of the nanostructural 
and compositional evolution in a low to moderate supersaturated Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at. % model 
superalloy undergoing a first-order isothermal (873 K) phase transformation, y(fcc) +'y(fcc) plus 
y'(L1J leading to the following results and conclusions: 
The coarsening kinetics of the y'-precipitates, with measured radii ranging from 0.45 to 
10 nm, are analyzed with a coarsening model for a ternary alloy developed by Kuehmann 
and Voorhees (KV) (Equations 2-15) that includes capillary effects on precipitate 
composition. The KV model is based on a general model of an n-component alloy 
without capillarity [12], applicable to nonideal and nondilute systems with near-zero 
volume fraction. The KV model is modified [36] to incorporate the influence of a finite 
volume fraction to obtain coarsening rate constants (Equations 11 and 12) and solute 
diffusivity (Equations 14 and 14b), where the measured equilibrium y'-volume fraction is 
15.6%. Table 3. 
Extrapolations based on Equations 2 and 5 from the measured y-matrix far-field and y'- 
precipitate core compositions to t = permit the equilibrium solvus line compositions to 
be determined (Table 3). Compared to CALPHAD predictions based on two 
thermodynamic databases [28,29], which predict reasonably the y'-equilbrium volume 
fraction, our exnapolated solvus and measured critical radius compositions differ (Table 
3). The experimental measured critical radius composition is 72.h1.1 Ni-18.3a.9 Al- 
9.3s.7 Cr at.% at aradius of 0.75 nm. 
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The composition trajectory of the y-matrix (Figure 4) follows the experimental tie-line 
with a slope of -1.36dl.36, while the trajectory of the y'-precipitate composition does not 
follow the tie-line, thereby providing the first experimental evidence of this behavior 
predicted by the KV model for ternary systems whose decomposition behavior is 
influenced by capillary effects. 
Using the experimentally determined rate constants for the average precipitate radius 
[(8.8&.3)~10-" m3 s"] and the matrix supersaturation (Table 2). the interfacial free- 
energy and the effective diffusion coefficients of Al and Cr are determined independently 
of one another (Tables 6 and 7). The yly' interfacial free-energy is (22-23)*7 mJ m-2 for 
ideal solution thermodynamics and thermodynamics based on CALPHAD assessments 
(Table 5), respectively. The observed kinetics are slower than what is predicted by the 
KV model, which is attributed to non-negligible slower diffusivities within y'-precipitates 
than matrix diisivities to the overall diffusional processes. Accordingly, the effective 
diffusivities are 15 times smaller than the calculated matrix diffusivities (Table 6). 
The expression for the Gibbs-Thomson relationship in the precipitate phase derived by 
the KV model for a ternary system contains two terms, where the first decays as 1IR 
(Equation 15). This relationship is evaluated in detail for the temporal evolution of the 
measured Al supersaturation in y'-precipitates (Table 1) in Figures 7 and 8. The second- 
term in Equation 15 is found to contribute less than tenths of an at.% to the overall Al 
supersaturation (Figure 5) and a detailed analysis provides strong evidence that the 
observed supersaturation is due to capillarity. In contrast to predictions by CALPHAD 
thermodynamic assessments, the y'-precipitates (Table 1) are supersaturated with Cr 
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above their equilibrium composition, which is a result of kinetically trapped Cr atoms for 
aging times up to 64 h [3]. 
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Table 1. Temporal evolution of the mean y'-precipitate radius, solute supersaturations in they- 
matrix, and solute supersaturations in the y'-precipitates for Ni-5.2 A1-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 873 K 
as determined by APT. 
t <R> * a AC;, * a AC;, % a AC:; i a AC:,% u 
(h) (nm) (at.%) (at.%) (at.%) (at.%) 
Table 2. Compositional coarsening rate constants (K" determined from Figures 3 and 5 in the 
y-matrix and y'-precipitates for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 873 K as measured by APT. 
Measured coarsening rate constants for y-matrix 
-5+5  18.6 + 2.2 -14 * 5 far-field composition, (at.% s'") 
Measured coarsening rate constants for y'- 
-48 * 13 22k11 26*8 precipitates' interior composition (at.% s113) 
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Table 3. A wm~arison of APT measurements and quantities obtained by CALPHAD 
themodynamicAassessments for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2  rat.% aged at 873 K 
Ni Al Cr 
Equilibrium volume fraction determined by lever- + 4.3 15,6 * 0,9 + 
rule calculation with measured concentrationsa (%) 
Measured volume fraction from APT images of 15.6 + 6.4 
specimens aged for 1024 h (%) [2] 
Calculated equilibrium volume fraction (%) [33] 7.49 
Calculated equilibrium volume fraction (%) [28] 12.34 
Calculated equilibrium volume fraction (%) [29] 12.83 
Measured critical y'-nucleus compositionh (at.%) [2] 72.4 rt 1.1 18.3 + 0.9 9.3 * 0.7 
Calculated critical y'-nucleus composition (at.%) 75.36 16.43 8.21 
1281 
calculated critical y'-nucleus composition (at.%) 74.91 17.40 7.69 
~ 9 1  
Measured equilibrium composition of y'-precipitates 76,53 + 0.25 16,69 + 0.22 6,77 rt 0.15 
(at.%) 
Calculated equilibrium composition of y'- 75.59 14.55 9.57 precipitates (at.%) [28] 
Calculated equilibrium composition of y'- 74.97 16.21 8.82 precipitates (at.%) [29] 
Measured equilibrium composition of y-matrix 81.26 * 0.09 3.13 i 0.04 15.61 * 0.09 
(at.%) 
calculated equilibrium composition of y-matrix 81.17 3.93 14.90 
(at.%) 1281 .~~~~ , . 
Calculated equilibrium composition of y-matrix 8 1.34 3.62 15.04 (at.%) [29] 
"2  is calculated using the lever-rule, ,$z - (c:" - c,")/(c:" - Cp') 
This estimation is based on an average composition over the total distribution of y'-precipitates 
where stationary-state nucleation dominates (t = 0.167-0.25 h), including overcritical y'-nuclei, 
and is therefore a lower bound [2]. 
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Table 4. Curvatures in the molar Gibbs free-energy (GP,) surface of a given phase (a) evaluated 
., 
at the equilibrium composition with respect to components i and j obtained from ideal solution 
theory and CALPHAD thermodynamic assessments. 
G,: Ideal Solutiona Dupin et al. database Saunders database [29]" (J mol-l) [28Ib" (J morl) 
'Ideal solution: GL, - R,T(l- Cgq) I(C:P . CKq) , G.&, = R,T(l - C ~ v ) / ( C ~ ~  . Cky), and 
GLc, - R,TICkeq evaluated at the equilibrium composition determined by APT. 
b Calculated equilibrium y-composition of 0.0393 at. fr. Al and 0.1490 at. fr. Cr [28] 
Calculated equilibrium y-combsition of 0.0362 a t  fr. Al and 0.1504 at. fr. Cr [291 
'Calculated equilibrium y'-composition of 0.1455 a t  fr. Al and 0.0957 at. fr. Cr [28] 
" Calculated equilibrium y'-composition of 0.1621 at. fr. A1 and 0.0882 at. fr. Cr [29] 
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Table 5. Freeenergy of the yly' interfaces, a:"', at 873 K in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% calculated 
from the experimental values of the coarsening rate constants for the average precipitate radius 
and the supersaturation of solute species i employing Equation 13 with solution thermodynamics 
described by the ideal solution and CALPHAD databases in Table 4. 
IT' 
cr < uY1Y' > Thermodynamic models (mJ m") (d m-') (mJ m-') 
Ideal solution theory 21.1 k5.2 23.8 k 10.1 2 2 k 7  
Dupin et al. database [28] 22.3 k 5.5 25.1 * 10.7 23 k 7 
Saunders database 1291 21.4 + 5.3 24.1 k 10.3 2 2 k 7  
Table 6. A comparison of the calculated intrinsic solute i diffusivities, 'D;j", and measured solute 
diffusivities D,ydetermined by Equation 14 and 14b. 
Calculated intrinsic Measured diffusivitiesb (effective) 
diffu~ivitiesVO-~~ (m2s") 10.'' (m2 s-I) 
Campbell mobility database Ideal solution D"~in et al. saunders [ a ]  utilizing Saunders database. 
[291 theory database database [29] [281 
D%" 1.6 * 0.5 1.1kO.4 1.2*0.4 
" Intrinsic diffusivities [24], 'D,!", for face-centered cubic Ni-5.24 A1-14.24 Cr at.% calculated 
with the thermodynamic database developed by Saunders [29] and the mobility database 
developed by Campbell [ a ]  for Ni-based superalloys. The a, is the ratio of 'ex, to 'D&,. 
Measured solute 0 diffusivities, DLB.', at 873 Kin  Ni-5.2 A1-14.2 Cr at.% calculated from the 
experimental values of the coarsening rate constants for the average precipitate radius, p, and 
the supersaturation of solute species i ,  K,'~ (Table 2). employing Equation 14 using a,= 3.175 
with solution thermodynamics described by the ideal solution and CALPHAD databases in Table 
4. 
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F'igure captions 
Figure 1. (a) A typical APT image for a Ni-5.2 A1-14.2 Cr at.% specimen at peak number 
density, (3.2i0.6)x1OM m-), after aging for 4 h at 873 K. This image shows that the fine-scale 
unifrom distribution of y'-precipitates is a mixture individual spheroids, <R> = 1.27iO.21 [2], 
and spheroids in various stages of coagulation and coalescence. Observed coalescence occurs 
primarily between pairs of y'-precipitates, although coalescence between multiple y'-precipitates 
is also observed (white arrow). The -770,000 atoms contained within the 18x18~46 nm3 
analyzed volume are omitted to allow visualization of the y/y'-interfaces with gray 9 at.% A1 
isoconcentration surfaces. 
Figure 2. The average far-field y-matrix concentrations for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% specimens 
aged at 873 K. The equilibrium phase composition (C,'.") and coarsening rate constants ( K , " ~ )  
are deduced by fitting the aging states in a quasi-stationary-state (t 2 16 h) to Equation 4. The 
solid lines denote the fitting, while the dashed lines mark the continuation of the fit to shorter 
aging times. 
Figure 3. The average concentrations in the interior of the y'-precipitates for Ni-5.2 AI-14.2 Cr 
at.% specimens aged at 873 K. The equilibrium phase composition (C,Y ,e9) and coarsening rate 
constants (K,Y ,RV) are. deduced by fitting the aging (t r 4 h) to Equation 5. The solid lines denote 
the fitting, while the dashed lines mark the continuation of the fit to shorter aging times. 
Figure 4. Partial isothermal section of the Ni-rich comer of the Ni-AI-Cr phase diagram at 873 K 
calculated utilizing ThermoCalc [34], employing Dupin et al.'s [28] and Saunders' 1291 
thermodynamic databases. APT measurements of y'-precipitate and y-matrix compositions as 
they evolve temporally are marked with open diamonds and triangles, respectively. Note well 
that the calculated phase boundaries differ from the experimentally determined points on the 
solvus lines. Calculated phase diagram courtesy of Research Prof. Gautam Ghosh and Dr. 
Natalie Dupin. 
Figure 5. For y'-precipitation in Ni-5.2 A1-14.2 Cr at.%, a double logarithmic plot of the second 
term in the Gibbs-Thomson relationship muation 15). which describes the Al supersaturation in 
the y'-phase, was calculated from the measured compositions, calculated [28,29] free-energy 
curvatures of both phases (Table 4), and effective diffisivities (Table 6) versus <R>. The power- 
law relationships marked with the solid (Saunders) and dashed (Dupin et al.) lines are the best- 
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fits to the data, and are added to the first term to obtain the database predictions for the Gibbs- 
Thomson relationships in Figure 6. 
Figure 6. Supersaturation of Al within the y'-precipitates, as determined by AFT for Ni-5.2 Al- 
14.2 CI at.% aged at 873 K (Table l), are compared to the Gibbs-Thomson relationship derived 
by Kuehmann and Voorhees for a ternary alloy (Equation 15) [ l l ]  using the thermodynamic 
assessments of Dupin et al. [28] and Saunders [29]. The Dupin and Saunders databases calculate 
similar curvatures in the Gihbs free-energy surface for the y-phase, yielding almost identical 
values for the calculated interfacial free-energy, uyw (Table 5). For the y'-phase, however, the 
Saunders database predicts larger curvatures in the free-energy surface than the Dupin et al. 
database, leading to a shift in supersaturation to lower values. 
Figure 7. Supersaturation of Cr within the y'-precipitates, (a) as determined by APT for Ni-5.2 
A1-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 873 K (Table I), are compared to (b) the 1st term of the Gibbs-Thomson 
relationship derived by Kuehmann and Voorbees for a ternary alloy (Equation 15) [ l l ]  using the 
thermodynamic assessments of Dupin et al. [28] and Saunders 1291. Although these assesments 
predict that the Cr supersaturation within the y'-precipitates increases, a decay is observed 
experimentally. In the quasi-stationary state (t 2 16 h), a temporal power-law dependence of -1 
is observed. The deviation from this dependence at shorter aging times may result from a 
nonnegligble contribution from the second term of the Gibbs-Thomson relationship (Equation 
15). 
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